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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The City of Vincent Community Energy Efficiency Program (CEEP) lasted only three months prior 
to termination. However, during its short lifespan it was able to deliver a number of important 
energy efficiency improvements across three of the City’s largest community facilities and to meet 
all of the City’s project objectives and also the wider CEEP objectives. 
 
Improvements have included the energy efficient lighting retrofit of the City’s Beatty Park Leisure 
Centre and the installation of real time energy monitoring at the same facility plus at the City’s 
Library and Local History Centre and Administration and Civic Centre.  
 
Outcomes achieved have included an estimated 68% reduction in energy use for lighting, 
equating to approximately $30,000 in energy savings per year. Further energy savings will flow 
over the coming months and years from the installation of real time monitoring, which has 
empowered building mangers at three facilities to take control of energy use, prioritise future 
equipment upgrades and engage staff and visitors in energy saving actions and behaviours. 
 
Though limited by a short project lifespan as well as by other factors, the City’s demonstration 
and communication activities were able to reach out and engage its community in the possibilities 
and benefits of energy efficient design, technology and behaviour. 
 
Though unable to complete all planned Activities, the City has been able to deliver a number of 
important energy efficiency improvements that would not have been possible without the support 
of CEEP. Furthermore, through these improvements, the City has acquired vital tools for the 
prioritisation of future energy efficiency upgrades and for the education and engagement of its 
staff and the wider community. 
 
A number of lessons have been learnt through project implementation as well as through the 
inability to proceed with some project Activities. These important learnings will help to build the 
City’s capacity to more effectively plan and manage similar projects in future. 
 
The views expressed herein are not necessarily the views of the Commonwealth of Australia, and 
the Commonwealth does not accept responsibility for any information or advice contained herein. 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The CEEP objectives set out in the City’s Funding Agreement are as follows: 

1. Support a range of local councils and community organisations to increase the energy 

efficiency of different types of non‑residential council and community‑use buildings, facilities 

and lighting; particularly where this would benefit low socio‑economic and other 

disadvantaged communities or support energy efficiency in regional and rural councils; and 

2. Demonstrate and encourage the adoption of improved energy management practices within 

councils, organisations and the broader community. 

The following table sets out the City of Vincent’s project objectives in terms of energy efficiency, 

demonstration and communication, benefits to community and industry and relates these to the 

broader CEEP objectives. 

Project energy efficiency objectives Contribution to CEEP objectives 

Measurable reduction in energy 
consumption and associated utility costs at 
the City’s largest community facilities 

Increased energy efficiency of council and 

community‑use buildings, facilities and 

lighting 

Empowering of facility managers to gain 
control of their sites’ energy usage  

Improved energy management practices 
within council 

Contribution to global efforts to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions 

Emissions reduction is an expectation and 
adjunct benefit of CEEP 

Project demonstration and 
communications objectives 

Contribution to CEEP objectives 

Demonstration of the benefits of energy 
efficiency improvements to the wider 
community 

Demonstration of improved energy 
management to the broader community 

Creation of tools to drive management and 
behaviour change to increase energy 
efficiency within the organisation 

Improvement of energy management 
practices within council 

Showcasing of  energy efficient 
technologies and encouragement of 
adoption by the wider community 

Encouragement of adoption by the 
community 

Community benefit and industry 
objectives 

Contribution to CEEP objectives 

Improved comfort, amenity and safety of 
community facilities 

Benefits to the wider community including 
low-socioeconomic and disadvantaged 
groups 

Increased capacity of local suppliers and 
installers of energy efficient technologies 

Building industry knowledge and capacity is 
an expectation and adjunct benefit to CEEP 
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The facilities in scope of the project serve the wider Perth community due to their size, proximity 

to the CBD and by being home-base to several state-wide organisations and programs. The 

project was therefore intended to showcase and encourage the adoption of improved energy 

efficiency to the widest possible audience. 

 

PROJECT ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACTIVITIES 

Due to early project termination, not all of the planned energy efficiency activities were able to be 

delivered. The following table sets out the planned energy efficiency Activities alongside the 

completed energy efficiency Activities. The remainder of this section deals only with completed 

Activities. Activities that have not completed and the reasons for early project termination are 

dealt with in the section ‘Project operation, mechanism and processes’. 

 

Planned energy efficiency Activities Completed energy efficiency Activities 

Heating ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) upgrade utilising geothermal energy 
and building management system (BMS) 
integration at Beatty Park Leisure Centre 

- 

Energy efficient lighting and occupancy 
sensor retrofits at three (3) major facilities: 

 Beatty Park Leisure Centre 

 Loftus Recreation Centre 

 Robertson Park Tennis Centre  

Energy efficient lighting and occupancy 
sensor retrofit at one (1) major facility: 

 Beatty Park Leisure Centre 

Real time Energy Monitoring with public 
displays at three (3) major facilities: 

 Beatty Park Leisure Centre 

 Library and Local History Centre 

 Administration and Civic Centre 

Real time Energy Monitoring at three (3) 
major facilities: 

 Beatty Park Leisure Centre 

 Library and Local History Centre 

 Administration and Civic Centre 

As shown in the above table, energy efficiency Activities were undertaken at three (3) facilities 

and involved two (2) types of technology. These are discussed in further detail below. 

Beatty Park Leisure Centre 

This facility was retrofitted with two types of technology: 

1. Energy efficient LED lighting; and  

2. Real time energy monitoring. 

LED Lighting was prioritised under CEEP because the majority of lights in the facility were old 

and inefficient, some having been installed as far back as the 1960s. These legacy lights were 

not only wasting large amounts of energy, but also struggling to provide adequate lux levels to 

meet the sporting, safety and amenity requirements of around 900,000 users per annum. 
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Through the installation of LED lights and occupancy sensors the lighting energy consumption 

was predicted to reduce by more than 50% and lighting quality to improve significantly.  

 

Below: Site Plan for Beatty Park Leisure Centre showing the areas retrofitted with LED lighting under CEEP. 

 

 

   
Above: New LED lighting indoors and outdoors at Beatty Park Leisure Centre. 
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LED Lighting and real time monitoring are complementary technologies in that the use of 

monitoring allows energy efficiency gains from lighting upgrades to be maximised through the 

monitoring and fine-tuning of lighting schedules. This is particularly applicable to those parts of 

the facility where occupancy sensors are not appropriate such as the expansive poolside areas.  

     
Above left: Images of the Enviroview online platform on various devices with monitoring module at front. 
Above right: Screenshot of Beatty Park Leisure Centre’s monitoring dashboard showing instantaneous 
meter readings and cumulative data graphed over time. 

However, as real time monitoring covers whole-of-facility electricity use, its benefits extend to 

energy management beyond lighting. Other large energy uses such as mechanical services can 

also be monitored, fine-tuned and very importantly, prioritised for future upgrades based on 

recorded performance. This whole-of-site benefit was the reason for selecting real time energy 

monitoring as a priority for this facility. 

Library and Local History Centre & Administration and Civic Centre 

These two facilities each had real time monitoring installed to enable observation and recording 

of whole-of-site and usage-based electricity consumption. There main reasons for selecting this 

technology at these sites were to: 

1. Facilitate improved energy management; 

2. Assist in prioritising future energy efficiency upgrades; and 

3. Be a tool for communication and engagement for staff and facility users. 

Given the combination of automated and manually operated equipment at these two facilities, it 

was estimated that energy management changes facilitated by real time monitoring would reduce 

energy use by up to 4%. More importantly, energy efficiency upgrades prioritised on the basis of 

monitoring held the potential for far greater savings.  
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Above: Screenshots of the Library and Local History Centre and the Administration and Civic Centre 
monitoring dashboards, showing instantaneous meter readings and cumulative data graphed over time. 

Issues with implementation 

There were no significant problems encountered during the installation of these technologies, 

largely because both sets of contractors undertook multiple pre-installation site visits that enabled 

potential problems to be identified and addressed in advance. The project team also worked 

closely with relevant facility staff and managers to ensure installations were scheduled to minimise 

disruption to operations. Consequently, all installations were able to proceed smoothly, albeit with 

some delays for real time monitoring installations when compared to the original project plan 

timeline. 

The following table summarises potential issues identified prior to installation and how these were 

addressed: 

Potential issue How it was addressed 

Whole-of-site electrical shut-downs required 
for all three sites during installation of real 
time monitoring equipment. 

Installations were scheduled when each facility 
was closed, with a time buffer built in to allow full 
restart and resetting of all relevant systems. 

Electrical shut downs had the potential to 
adversely affect a number of building 
systems. These would require orderly shut-
down and re-start prior to and following 
electrical shut downs.  

Relevant staff and contractors were on-site and 
on standby to carry out and assist with all 
necessary system shut down and restart 
procedures, including electrical, IT, HVAC, BMS, 
fire safety and security. 

Shut down of the City’s main computer server 
would be required, consequently disabling 
the City’s online payments and email 
systems. 

Notification was placed on the City’s website one 
week in advance of the shutdown; the shutdown 
was kept to 8 hours over night; and directions for 
alternative payment methods were provided on 
the payments page during the shutdown period. 
Staff and elected members were notified of the 
expected email outage. 

The eaves surrounding the outdoor pool 
areas at Beatty Park Leisure Centre had 
become water damaged in the period prior to 
lighting installation, making them unsafe to 
work with and unsound to accept new light 
fittings. 

The installation order for new lights was changed 
to allow the City time to replace damaged eaves 
and seal all leaks prior to the installation of new 
light fittings around the outdoor pool perimeter 
(this work was undertaken using the City’s 
maintenance budget). 
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Above: New eaves surrounding the outdoor pool deck of Beatty Park Leisure Centre, with LED lights 

installed. 

Site and technology-specific problems 

One problem arose in relation to the outdoor pool flood lights. Where these lights were previously 

mounted on the facade of the grandstand roof surrounding the outdoor pool area at Beatty Park 

Leisure Centre, the narrower beam of light produced by the new LED floodlights initially failed to 

adequately light some outer edges of the pool deck. 

An engineering solution was required in the form of cantilevered support beams affixed to the 

grandstand roof, which allows lights to extend further out over the pool area and the angles of the 

fittings to be adjusted so that all parts of the pool deck can be lit uniformly.  

As the lighting contractor had accounted for the possibility of 

such engineering solutions being required, this additional cost 

was covered within the project budget.  

 

Left: Viewed from below - cantilevered support beams extend LED 

flood lights out from the grandstand roof. 

 

Learnings 

The learnings that can be taken from the above experiences are that it pays to be thorough with 

preparation as well as with communication and engagement of stakeholders. Multiple pre-

installation site visits with contractors and the involvement at every stage of facility management, 

support staff and relevant service providers creates an atmosphere of support, good will and 

cooperation. This ultimately leads to the best possible outcomes. 
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PROJECT DEMONSTRATION AND COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES 

Activities intended to demonstrate and communicate CEEP energy efficiency Activities were 
constrained by delays to the development of branding and marketing material, which was to 
centre on the major energy efficiency activity of the project – the Geothermal HVAC upgrade of 
Beatty Park Leisure Centre.  

The development of marketing and advertising material was put on hold while the project team 
awaited confirmation that the Geothermal upgrade could proceed. During this time other energy 
efficiency Activities were already under way, but could not be publicised. 

When it became clear that the Geothermal upgrade would not be able to proceed and the 
Department was notified about this, all CEEP Activity was put on hold pending a Council decision 
to terminate the CEEP funding agreement, therefore precluding further work on the marketing 
campaign. 

However, despite the absence of a print and electronic media campaign, the City was able to 
deliver a number of demonstration and communication activities during the short life of the project, 
in accordance with its Communication Plan.  

The following table sets out these Activities and the stakeholders that were engaged: 

Communication and engagement Activity Stakeholders 

Site meetings prior, during and following 
installation to discuss proposed technologies, 
view examples and plan how they were to be 
used following installation. 

Site Managers, Staff and Tenants 

Briefings prior, during and following 
installation to provide updates on progress. 

Site Managers, Tenants, and the City’s 
Executive Team 

Instruction in the use of new technologies Site Managers, Staff and Tenants 

Workshops and presentations on energy 
efficiency solutions, presented in conjunction 
with the City’s Sustainable Design Expo 2014, 
which featured energy efficiency as its main 
theme. 

Ratepayers, Council Staff, Elected Members, 
Executive Team members and members of 
the wider community  who participated in the 
event – approximately 350 people 

Demonstration of energy efficiency 
technologies by manufacturers and suppliers 
at the City’s Sustainable Design Expo 2014. 

Community Energy Efficiency Survey – 
designed to gauge the level of interest among 
the community in different types of energy 
efficiency solutions and to collect data to 
inform future workshops and events. 

Ratepayers and the wider community 
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Above: Images from the City’s Sustainable Design Expo 2014 the exhibition space demonstrating energy efficient 
technologies. 
Below: Images from energy efficiency workshops and presentations left and centre; and a copy of the City’s Energy 
Efficiency Survey at right. 

   

Further demonstration and communication Activities remain on hold pending termination of the 
City’s CEEP Funding Agreement. Accordingly, no further CEEP-branded marketing material is 
being created.  

However, it is the City’s intention that following termination of its Funding Agreement and the 
return of unspent grant funding to the Department, the following communication and engagement 
activities will be delivered using the City’s allocated funds to ensure that the benefits of energy 
efficiency Activities completed under CEEP are shared with the wider community: 

 Announcements about completed energy efficiency upgrades released via the City’s 

electronic newsletters, website and social media channels; 

 Installation of electronic screens to display real time energy data in public areas of 

monitored facilities;  

 Installation of onsite interpretive signage to explain the function and benefits of the 

installed technologies; and 

 Staff education about the use and benefits of the new technologies at the City’s facilities. 

All print and electronic communications will acknowledge the contribution of the Australian 
Government to the completed activities in accordance with the requirements set out in the CEEP 
Funding Agreement. 
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OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT 
 
While all Project and CEEP objectives were met to some extent, the overall benefits and 
engagement reach of the City’s CEEP project were constrained by its early termination and by 
the inability to commence delivery of print and electronic media communications within the project 
lifetime.  
 
The despite its short duration, the City’s CEEP project delivered a number of important energy 
efficiency and communication outcomes. These were outlined in the previous two sections. The 
extent to which these outcomes achieved the City’s and the broader CEEP objectives is best 
determined by measuring them against those objectives. This is set out in the table below: 
 

Project energy efficiency objectives How these objectives were met 

Measurable reduction in energy 
consumption and associated utility costs at 
the City’s largest community facilities. 
 
 

A measurable reduction in energy use (and 
consequent greenhouse gas emissions) 
was achieved at Beatty Park Leisure Centre 
following installation of energy efficient 
lighting. 
The effects of real time monitoring on 
electricity use at the three sites installed will 
take time to emerge as management and 
behaviour changes are gradually introduced 
and further energy efficiency measures 
implemented. 
 

Contribution to global efforts to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Empowering of facility managers to gain 
control of their sites’ energy usage. 
 
 

The installation of real time energy 
monitoring at all three facilities earmarked 
for this technology has empowered 
managers to monitor, adjust and prioritise 
energy using equipment for upgrades and 
provided a tool for communication about 
behaviour change to staff. 
 

Creation of tools to drive management and 
behaviour change to increase energy 
efficiency within the organisation. 

Demonstration of the benefits of energy 
efficiency improvements to the wider 
community. 
 
 

By focusing on energy efficiency, 
showcasing the technologies employed by 
its CEEP project and offering discounted 
prices on a range of related products and 
services, the City’s Sustainable Design 
Expo in 2014 was able to engage and 
encourage hundreds of community 
members to adopt energy efficiency in their 
homes and businesses. 
 

Showcasing of energy efficient technologies 
and encouragement of adoption by the 
wider community. 
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Project energy efficiency objectives How these objectives were met 

Improved comfort, amenity and safety of 
community facilities. 
 

The change to LED lighting at Beatty Park 
Leisure Centre has brought the entire facility 
up to industry standards for the full range of 
activities hosted there. This has improved 
visibility without producing glare or attracting 
insects, hence increasing safety, comfort, 
and amenity for users.  

Increased capacity of local suppliers and 
installers of energy efficient technologies. 
 

All suppliers and installers involved in the 
Project were local small businesses. The 
lighting supplier had to re-design some light 
fittings to meet requirements, while installers 
had to work around a number of site 
constraints that required innovative 
solutions, increasing their skills and 
subsequent capacity to meet challenges. 

CEEP objectives  

Support a range of local councils and 
community organisations to increase the 
energy efficiency of different types of 

non‑residential council and community‑use 

buildings, facilities and lighting; particularly 
where this would benefit low 

socio‑economic and other disadvantaged 

communities or support energy efficiency in 
regional and rural councils. 
 

The support received from CEEP has 
enabled the City of Vincent to increase the 
energy efficiency of three non-residential 
council and community-use facilities, all of 
which serve, host or support to varying 
degrees members of low socio-economic 
and otherwise disadvantaged communities. 

Demonstrate and encourage the adoption of 
improved energy management practices 
within councils, organisations and the 
broader community. 
 

The support provided by CEEP has enabled 
the City to improve energy management 
practices within its administration and to 
demonstrate and encourage adoption of 
similar practices within the broader 
community as described above. 

 
Energy efficiency and cost savings 
 
Due to early project termination, a Project Energy Efficiency Improvement report could not be 
completed. Several months of energy data would be required to produce reliable results as the 
benefits of energy monitoring are expected to accrue gradually over coming months and years.  
 
However, the energy impacts of the completed lighting retrofit can be readily calculated based on 
the number of fittings and their respective wattages. This is supported by electricity consumption 
data for the period following completion.  
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The energy efficiency improvements and cost savings predicted in the City’s CEEP application, 
for Beatty Park Leisure Centre compared to those achieved are set out in the following table:  
 

Parameter Units Values 

Baseline Lighting Energy Consumption kWh/yr 220,358 

Predicted Lighting Energy Consumption (after retrofit) kWh/yr 114,604 

Predicted Energy Saving kWh/yr 105,754 

Predicted Energy Cost Saving at 26.21c/kWhr - tariff current at the time $/yr 27,718 

Achieved Lighting Energy Consumption kWh/yr 69,127 

Achieved Lighting Energy Saving kWh/yr 151,231 

Achieved Lighting Energy Cost Saving at the new tariff of 20.47x/kWhr $/yr 30,956 

 
As can be seen from the above table, the achieved energy and cost savings from lighting retrofits 
have exceeded initial predictions. This can be attributed to two factors:  
 

1. The available range of lighting continued to improve between the time of initial modelling 
for the City’s CEEP application in 2012 and the time at which lights were ultimately 
acquired in 2014. During this time, LED alternatives became available for the induction 
lights originally intended to replace the floodlights at the facility and the LED lights 
themselves became more energy efficient. 
 

2. Fewer replacement lights were ultimately required than originally modelled, as the output 
and coverage of newer lights was able to provide the required lighting levels using a lower 
number of fittings spaced further apart.  

 
Energy savings from the installation of occupancy sensors was expected to be around 4.5% after 
LED retrofits. While more difficult to measure, it is estimated that the absolute value of energy 
savings achieved by occupancy sensors is around 3,110kWh per year ($636).  
 
It is interesting to note that the energy tariff for this facility has decreased since the time of initial 
modelling. This was highly unexpected and has resulted in slightly lower cost savings per unit of 
electricity than would otherwise have been realised. However, as energy savings have 
significantly exceeded initial expectations, the financial outcome has managed the same. 
In addition to reducing electricity costs, the CEEP project has allowed the City to save an 
estimated $13,000 per annum in maintenance and replacement costs. It has also allowed the City 
to bring forward a much-needed lighting upgrade for which capital funds could otherwise not be 
spared. 
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Benefits to community and industry 
 
Ancillary benefits to the community have included: 

 Greater comfort – resulting from reduced glare of floodlights around the swimming pools; 

 Better lighting quality and higher lux levels – providing a better user experience, particular 
for water based sporting activities such as water polo; 

 Increased poolside safety through better lighting of access points and ramps, particularly 
for the frail and disabled. 

 
Beatty Park Leisure Centre provides services to low socio-economic and disadvantaged groups 
from across the City of Vincent and the wider Perth metropolitan area:   

 Equipped with state-of-the-art accessibility features, the Centre runs the award winning 
“Angelfish” swimming program for adults and children with disabilities; 

 Through partnership with Reclink WA, the Centre provides programs and activities to 
people affected by mental illness, disability, homelessness, substance abuse, addiction 
and social and economic hardship; and 

 The Centre serves residents of a nearby Anglicare & Foundation Housing development 
that provides accommodation, training and support for 100 homeless and disadvantaged 
youth.  

 
The improved lighting at the facility now makes pool access and activities safer and more 
comfortable for all users. While there has been no opportunity as yet to directly evaluate the 
impact of energy efficiency activities on the community, some anecdotal feedback has been 
received. Users have praised the lighting improvements at the Leisure Centre. In particular, night 
time pool users have pointed out that insects are no longer a problem. One water polo player said 
“we used to have to swat away the moths while we played, but now they are all gone”. 
 
While community engagement was limited as explained above, the Sustainable Design Expo held 
in October 2014 was able to demonstrate the benefits and encourage adoption of energy 
efficiency to several hundred community members. Feedback in relation to this event has been 
positive, with 93% of surveyed participants expressing interest in attending future energy 
efficiency workshops and a number contacting the City following the event to request related 
information. 
 
The City has a preference for sourcing its products and services locally and accordingly has used 
local small businesses to supply and install both its lighting and monitoring technologies. The 
scale of these activities has allowed these businesses to gain valuable experience and to increase 
their knowledge and capacity, as previously described.  
 

   

Above: Improved safety, comfort and amenity through better lighting at Beatty Park Leisure centre.  
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BUDGET 

The Project Budget has remained unchanged since the time of its approval and all Activities have 
been completed within their funding allocation. Minor additional expenses such as the services of 
HVAC and electrical contractors in supporting installation works were covered by contingencies 
built into the budget for each Activity.  
 
There was a significant underspend on the communications and encouragement Activity. This 

was due to the delay in developing branding and rolling out print and electronic media 

communications as discussed previously. 

There was no expenditure related to the Geothermal HVAC upgrade, which was ultimately unable 

to proceed. 

The following table summarises the planned and actual expenditure for Activities delivered during 

the project period: 

Activity Status at Termination 

Planned 
Expenditure 
(over project 

lifetime) 

Actual 
Expenditure 

Geothermal HVAC 
upgrade 

Not commenced $411,007 $0.00 

Lighting Retrofit – 
Beatty Park Leisure 
Centre 

Completed  $255,176 $255,176.00* 
 

Real Time Monitoring 
– three sites 

Monitoring equipment installed and in 
use; public display screens not yet 
installed. 

$43,200 $37,927.25 

Communication and 
Encouragement 

Community event including 
demonstrations, workshops and 
surveys delivered. 
Branding and media marketing 
deferred. 

$55,000 $3,624.24** 

*$118,928 allocated in the CEEP Budget, with the balance funded by external finance obtained 
by the City – as per the approved Project Budget.  
**$15,000 was the intended expenditure by end of October 2014 (at which time all Activity was 
placed on hold). 
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PROJECT OPERATION, MECHANISMS AND PROCESSES 

 

Project Management  

The City of Vincent CEEP project was managed internally, by a Project Team consisting of a 

Project Sponsor, Project Owner and Project Manager. Their respective roles were as follows:  

 Project Sponsor – Setting the project direction, chairing the Project Team and 

communicating matters related to the project with the Executive Management Team and 

Elected Members of Council; 

 Project Owner – Ensuring that project outcomes and benefits are achieved, coordinating 

demonstration and communication activities and working with the Project Manager to 

coordinate contractors. 

 Project Manager – Coordinating communications with contractors, allocating resources, 

and addressing issues and risks.  

 

While this type of project management structure had worked for the organisation in the past, in 

this instance it did not work well out for the reasons outlined below: 

 The position description of the assigned Project Manager changed within the organisation, 

limiting the scope of his role within the project team and increasing his workload in relation 

to other projects. 

 The Project Owner was required to take on the majority of coordination and 

communication with contractors, increasing the overall work load and limiting the time 

available to pursue ongoing problems with the City’s existing geothermal system. 

 The Project Sponsor took on the task of investigating geothermal system problems with 

assistance from the Project Owner. Hampered by a lack of clarity about responsibility for 

design and construction of the system, it became increasingly clear that the system would 

not be ready to support an HVAC upgrade in the foreseeable future. Shortly after notifying 

the Department about this, the Project Sponsor’s contract with the City ended in October 

2014.  

 The Project Owner was left to fill the majority of Project Team roles. 

It must be noted that the above took place within the wider context of impending Council 

amalgamations and departures from the organisation of several senior staff, including the Chief 

Executive Officer and members of the Executive Management Team. With numerous staff in 

acting roles, the organisation was under significant resource strain and the ability to pursue 

matters inhibiting project progress was severely limited. 
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Lessons learnt about project management  

A major lesson has been that organisational structures can change rapidly and unexpectedly, 

leaving significant resource gaps.  

Given the organisational uncertainty created by externally imposed local government reform and 

amalgamation processes, projects of a similar size and scope would perhaps be more effectively 

managed by an external management team contracted and funded for the life of the project 

irrespective of changes to the organisation. This would provide continuity of management and 

ensure sufficient resource allocation and relevant expertise. 

Technology Specific Issues 

The ultimate reason for early termination of the City’s CEEP project was the inability to proceed 
with the major energy efficiency activity under CEEP of upgrading the City’s geothermal pool 
heating system at Beatty Park Leisure Centre to also provide space heating. The history of this 
system and its relationship to CEEP is outlined below:  
 

 The new geothermal bore and associated pool heating system was commissioned in April 
2013. By this time the City had submitted its CEEP application based on the design 
documentation for this system, which showed that it had spare capacity to also provide 
space heating at the site. This had been prioritised as a future upgrade since the inception 
of the system, but could now be brought forward with the support of CEEP; 

 During its first year of operation (April 2013-April 2014) the geothermal system was 
delivering 50-75% of all pool heating requirements, which proved far below expectations. 
Throughout this time, facility managers worked with the system’s designers and installers 
to adjust settings and attempt to improve performance, amidst assurances that the system 
design was sound and could support the planned HVAC upgrade; 

 By April 2014 when the CEEP project plan was being finalised, it became apparent that 
system performance could be improved no further. An audit of the system design revealed 
that while the geothermal bore has the capacity to meet all pool heating needs with spare 
capacity for space heating, the pool heat exchanges and associated fittings were 
undersized and needed significant rectification; 

 The City proceeded with the recommended rectifications at the earliest opportunity, in an 
attempt to upgrade the pool heating system to the required capacity prior to CEEP project 
commencement; 

 Rectifications were due for completion in August 2014, in time for the HVAC upgrade 
design work to proceed in accordance with the CEEP Project Plan. However, these works 
were only completed in October 2014. Department had been notified about the delay and 
had granted an extension to the relevant project Milestone; 

 Upon restart following rectification works in October 2014, the system broke down again 
immediately and continued to experience repeated breakdowns into November 2014; 

 With uncertainty about the underlying problems ongoing, the City was unable to engage 
contractors to commence the design of HVAC upgrades. This was confirmed with the 
Department in November 2014. At this time all CEEP Activity ceased and a report was 
prepared to the Council recommending termination of the City’s CEEP Funding 
Agreement by mutual agreement and reallocating the City’s share of funds to further 
investigation and final rectification of the existing geothermal system as a priority. 
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There are a number of lessons learnt by the organisation in relation to its geothermal system. 
Key among them being the need for: 

 A clear chain of responsibility and oversight for complex projects involving numerous 
contractors; and 

 Detailed documentation of all phases of design and construction, so that the cause of 
future problems may be readily identified and responsibility for rectification allocated 
accordingly. 

Additional lessons learnt through the City’s participating in CEEP are that:  

 There are significant risks in basing a project on an as-yet incomplete and unproven 
system – as was the case for the geothermal system at the time of the City’s CEEP 
application; and 

 Where the proposed project is a key component of a wider program of activities, the entire 
program may be put at risk by the above action. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Considering the limited duration of this project and the number of organisational and technological 
hurdles that it faced, it was able to deliver a significant number of benefits to the City of Vincent 
and its wider community.  
 
Energy efficiency activities were completed at three out of five proposed facilities, and two out of 
three proposed technologies were deployed.  
 
The City’s community was directly engaged in demonstration and encouragement activities 
relating to energy efficiency and thousands of facility users have and will continue to experience 
the enhanced comfort, safety and amenity of Beatty Park Leisure Centre made possible through 
the support of CEEP.  
 
Important lessons have been learnt along the way, which will lead to improved project planning 
and administration procedures and enhanced capacity to deal with complex projects. 
 
Ultimately, while unable to complete all the project Activities set out within its CEEP Project Plan, 
the City of Vincent has been able to undertake and deliver a number of facility improvements that 
will not only continue to build the capacity of its staff to better manage energy use, but also 
improve the experience of facility users and serve to educate and the wider community about 
energy efficiency.  
  






